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This paper studies a distinction that was proposed in previous works between total and

partial adjectives. In pairs of adjectives such as safe–dangerous, clean–dirty and healthy–

sick, the first (‘‘total’’) adjective describes lack of danger, dirt, malady, etc., while the

second (‘‘partial’’) adjective describes the existence of such properties. It is shown that

the semantics of adjective phrases with modifiers such as almost, slightly, and completely

is sensitive to whether the adjective is total or partial. The interpretation of such mod-

ified constructions is accounted for using a novel scale structure for total and partial

adjectives. It is proposed that the standard value of a total adjective is always fixed as the

lower bound of the corresponding partial adjective. By contrast, the standard value of

partial adjectives can take any point on the partial scale. The effects of this theoretical

distinction on the behavior of modified constructions are studied in detail, and their

ramifications for the semantic theory of adjectives are discussed. Some other phenomena

are surveyed that show evidence for total and partial adjectival constructions with

various comparatives and exceptive phrases.

1 . INTRODUCTION

Scales – ordered sets with a measure function – have been a prominent tool

in the semantics of adjectives for several decades. The key assumption of

scalar theories of adjectives is that adjectives such as long–short, heavy–light,

etc. are associated with subsets of scales that correspond to degrees of

length, weight, etc. This assumption leads to a simple semantics of the

comparative (e.g. longer than) and to natural ways of measuring in con-

structions such as two metres long. Obviously, the mathematical structure of

a scale is expected to affect the semantics of adjectives with which it is

associated. However, although various scale structures have been utilized in
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theories of adjectives, it is only fairly recently that scale structure has started

to gain systematic attention in semantic theories, notably in the work of

Kennedy and McNally (1999, 2002).

In this paper we concentrate on the relations that scale structure bears

with adjectival modifiers such as slightly, nearly, completely, almost, and

very. These modifiers apply to many adjectives and give rise to meanings

that are often hard to capture. We show that the semantic behavior of such

modifiers is sensitive to Cruse’s (1980) and Yoon’s (1996) typology of total

and partial adjectives. These are pairs of adjectives such as safe–dangerous,

clean–dirty, or healthy–sick, where the first (‘‘total’’) adjective in each pair

describes lack of danger, dirt, malady, etc., while the second (‘‘partial’’)

adjective describes the existence of such properties. We analyze the truth

and acceptability conditions of constructions such as almost safe/?dangerous

and slightly dangerous/?safe and argue that these represent a systematic

opposition between total and partial adjectives. These contrasts are formally

accounted for by giving total adjectives and partial adjectives a different

scale structure. We propose that the standard value of a total adjective is

identical with the lower bound of the scale of the corresponding partial

adjective. For instance, we consider an entity to be safe if and only if its

degree on the ‘‘danger scale’’ is not greater than the ‘‘zero degree of danger’’

in the given context. By contrast, for the counterpart partial adjective

dangerous, the standard value of danger that is sufficient for being consid-

ered dangerous can be anywhere on the danger scale. We show how these

assumptions are implemented and argue that they account for a variety of

observations about adjective modifiers. Some more effects that will be

illustrated with comparatives and exceptive constructions give further sup-

port to the distinction between total and partial adjectives as a significant

opposition in natural language semantics.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews Cruse’s and

Yoon’s distinction between total and partial adjectives. Section 3 shows

some central effects of total and partial adjectives with the modifier almost,

which are accounted for using their different scale structures in section 4.

Section 5 analyses some additional phenomena of total and partial adjec-

tives with the modifiers slightly and completely, and briefly points out some

other effects of totality and partiality with adjectives.

2. PREVIOUS WORK ON PARTIAL AND TOTAL ADJECTIVES

2.1. Cruse’s Typology of Complementary Adjectives

Pairs of adjectives such as short–long, clean–dirty and complete–incomplete

are traditionally called antonymous adjectives, or in short antonyms. A
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necessary property of antonyms is that their denotations are disjoint, as

described by the following implication.1

ð1Þ For every x : if x is A1 then x is not A2:

Cruse (1980) distinguishes between two kinds of antonymous pairs of

gradable adjectives: complementary and non-complementary. Complemen-

tary adjectives are pairs of antonymous adjectives A1 and A2 that are also

each other’s negation on their domain. For instance, the adjectives complete

and incomplete are classified as complementary because any entity (e.g. a

painting, a house) that can have one of the two properties must have one of

them. Thus, if we only consider elements x in the domain of the adjectives,

then A1 and A2 are called complementary if they support a strengthening of

the implication in (1) into the following bi-implication.

ð2Þ For every x in the domain of A1 and A2 : x is A1 if and only if

x is not A2:

One example of non-complementary antonymous adjectives is the pair long

and short, which does not support the bi-implication in (2): if x is not short it

does not follow that x is long, and vice versa.

Cruse classifies pairs of adjectives such as clean–dirty and wet–dry as

complementary. Later in this work, we will be skeptical concerning this

classification, but we will agree with Cruse’s claim that the class of adjective

pairs that he classifies as ‘‘complementary’’ have other common linguistic

properties that should be accounted for. Moreover, complementary adjec-

tives (under a more restrictive classification) will play an important role in

our theory as well. For the time being, let us refer to the class of adjectives

that Cruse characterizes as complementary as C-complementaries.

Cruse observes an interesting asymmetry in the intuitive meaning of the

adjective pairs in this class. For instance, a clean knife is a knife that is free

of dirt, while a dirty knife is not necessarily a knife that is free of cleanliness.

Cruse points out that the notion of ‘‘being free of dirt’’ is context dependent,

since a knife that is clean enough for kitchen use might not be clean enough

for performing a surgery. He describes such antonymous adjective pairs

1 Throughout this paper we assume a bivalued logical system, hence the implication here is

assumed to be equivalent to the implication: If x is A2 then x is not A1. This requirement is not a

sufficient condition for antonymy. For instance, the denotations of the adjectives frequent and

impossible are disjoint, as required by the implication in (1). But it is usually assumed that the

antonym of frequent is rare and the antonym of impossible is possible. For gradable adjectives,

A1 is therefore usually defined as the antonym of A2 if ‘x is A1er than Y ’ is equivalent to ‘Y is

A2er than x’. We do not try to give a full typological definition of antonyms in this paper, since

it is not necessary for the theory we introduce. A good introduction to the notion of antonymy

appears in Cruse (1986, ch. 9).
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using scales of relevant degrees (for dirt, length, etc.) with so-called mid-

points that determine where each adjective no longer holds.2 Cruse proposes

that non-C-complementary antonyms have a scale that is unbounded on both

ends, and the midpoints that delimit the denotations of the adjectives are

somewhere in the middle of the scale. By contrast, C-complementaries have a

scale that is bounded on one side, and the ‘‘midpoint’’ of both adjectives is

exactly at that end. For example, the denotation of clean is a point at the end

of the relative scale; the denotation of dirty is the rest of the scale. This scale

structure is demonstrated in Figure 1.

There are some problems for Cruse’s proposal that adjectives like clean

denote points rather than intervals on a scale. One problem is that two

objects that are clean can be compared with regard to their cleanliness. For

instance, consider the following example.

(3) Both towels are clean but the red towel is cleaner than the blue one:

If the cleanliness of both towels is represented by the same point on the

scale, then it is unclear how this comparison can be accounted for. A similar

problem arises with the modifier completely. It is quite clear that we would

like to allow objects to be clean without being completely clean.3 However, if

the scale ends where the denotation of clean is located, as in Cruse’s pro-

posal, then it is unclear what the denotation of completely clean can be.

In this paper we present a theory of C-complementary adjectives that is

similar in some respects to that of Cruse, but which takes these problems

into account. We will first concentrate on one further difference that Cruse

observes between C-complementaries and non-C-complementaries: their

interaction with modifiers such as almost, half, and semi. Cruse claims that

when a pair is not C-complementary, both adjectives are infelicitous when

used with such modifiers. Consider for example the following sentences.

ð4Þ a: #It’s almost long:

b: #It’s almost short.

Figure 1. Cruse’s scale for (non)complementaries.

2 In more recent theories, Cruse’s midpoint is referred to as the standard value of the adjective, a

terminology that we shall adopt in the following sections.
3 In section 5.1 we link the acceptability of slightly A to the ability of speakers to distinguish

between the meanings of A and completely A.
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These sentences are odd in normal contexts, and can become acceptable

only under special conditions, which will be discussed in section 4.5.

However, in C-complementary pairs, one of the adjectives is fine with such

modifiers, while the other is as odd as the non-C-complementaries in (4).

Consider for instance the following contrast.

ð5Þ a: It’s almost clean.

b: #It’s almost dirty.

This difference between the adjectives in C-complementary pairs will be our

starting point in this paper. We will aim to show that together with some

other new observations on the behavior of C-complementaries with various

modifiers, it constitutes a significant body of evidence that the theory of

adjectives and scale structure should account for.

2.2. Yoon’s Typology of Partial and Total Adjectives

Yoon (1996) studies pairs of antonymous adjectives that she calls total/

partial, and describes their behavior in plural contexts and in ‘‘donkey

sentences’’. Consider first the following examples.

ð6Þ a. Are the toys dirty?

b. Are the toys clean?

Suppose that the toys are for small children in a nursery. In this case,

according to Yoon, the answer to the first question would be positive even if

some of the toys are dirty but not all of them are. On the other hand, the

answer to the second question, Yoon claims, can be positive only if all the

toys are clean.

Yoon argues that similar contrasts are observed with such adjectives (or

more generally, predicates) in donkey sentences. Consider the following

examples.

ð7Þ a.Most boys who had a baseball card soiled it while playing in the mud:

b.Most boys who had a baseball card kept it clean while playing in the mud.

Yoon claims that in order to make the first sentence acceptable it is sufficient

that most of the boys have at least one card each that got soiled while they

played. In order to make the second sentence acceptable, Yoon claims, the

boys must have kept all their cards clean while playing.

Yoon refers to the predicates that get the universal meaning in the plural

and the strong interpretation in donkey sentences as total predicates. Their

antonyms – predicates that get the existential meaning in the plural and the

weak interpretation in donkey sentences – are referred to as partial. Yoon

partly relies on a previous classification by Kamp and Rossdeutscher (1992)
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(the published version of which is Kamp and Rossdeutscher 1994), who

label adjectives such as clean, healthy, and closed ‘‘universal’’ since they

signal no amount of dirt, sickness, or openness. Accordingly, Kamp and

Rossdeutscher refer to the antonyms dirty, sick, and open of these adjectives

as ‘‘existential’’, since they imply some amount of the corresponding qual-

ities. They claim that in order for a man to be healthy, all his body parts

should be healthy, while it is enough that one organ is sick in order for the

man to be sick.

Evidently, Cruse’s criterion for distinguishing pairs of complementary

adjectives is similar to Yoon’s total/partial distinction and Kamp and

Rossdeutscher’s universal/existential distinction. In this paper we adopt

Yoon’s terminology but concentrate on Cruse’s facts regarding the modifier

almost and other modifiers. We will not deal here with Yoon’s observations

concerning plurals and ‘donkey’ sentences, although we believe that they

form an interesting test case for possible extensions of our proposal.

3 . PARTIAL/TOTAL ADJECTIVES AND THE MODIFIER ALMOST

In this section we first recapitulate Cruse and Yoon’s distinction between

total and partial adjectives, henceforth T/P adjectives. Then we have a closer

look at Cruse’s observation concerning the behavior of these adjectives with

the modifier almost, which will be accounted for in section 4.

3.1. Totality and Partiality in the Typology of Adjectives

Cruse and Yoon’s intuitive distinction between partial adjectives and total

adjectives can be summarized by the following contrasts, where ‘‘�’’ means

‘‘close in meaning.’’

(8) dirty � has some degree of dirtiness 6� has no degree of cleanliness
clean � has no degree of dirtiness 6� has some degree of cleanliness
dangerous� has some degree of danger 6� has no degree of safety
safe � has no degree of danger 6� shas some degree of safety

We should stress that the contrasts in (8) are not meant as semantic defi-

nitions of the meanings of total and partial adjectives: they are not appli-

cable to the whole range of adjectives in this paper, and the empirical

typology of total/partial pairs that we will propose will be based on different

tests. However, these examples do point to an interesting opposition be-

tween many pairs of antonymous adjectives according to judgments that are

fairly solid. Some more pairs of adjectives that we classify as total/partial

pairs are given in Table I. Even for pairs in this table for which the test in (8)

is not easily applicable, the intuitive distinction seems similar. For instance,
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although it would definitely be circular to define pure as ‘‘having no degree

of impurity,’’ that is a plausible statement about its meaning. By contrast, to

assume that impure means ‘‘having no degree of purity’’ is an obvious fal-

lacy. Conversely, impure implies ‘‘having some degree of impurity,’’ whereas

pure does not mean ‘‘having some degree of purity.’’4 The adjectives that are

classified as ‘‘partial’’ are quite unexceptional in the class of natural lan-

guage adjectives. Many adjectives, like tall, deep, heavy, intelligent, etc. en-

tail having some degree of the relevant property. By contrast, the

‘‘universal’’ semantics of total adjectives is special among natural language

adjectives, and partial adjectives are classified as the antonyms of such

adjectives.

Following Cruse, we distinguish between complementary and non-com-

plementary antonymous pairs of adjectives. However, unlike Cruse, we do

not claim that all total/partial adjective pairs are complementary.5 For

example, while the pair complete and incomplete is clearly a pair of com-

plementary adjectives, the pair wet and dry is not necessarily complementary

in all contexts. For instance, in some contexts a moist towel may be deemed

neither wet nor dry. Similarly, considering the adjectives naked and dressed,

we note that someone who is only wearing a tiny bathing suit is not nec-

essarily viewed as naked, but to say that he or she is dressed may also be an

exaggeration. The adjectives in Table I are marked as complementary or

non-complementary according to our informants’ judgments in such tests.

3.2. The Modifier Almost with Total and Partial Adjectives

Consider the following contrasts in the acceptability of almost with com-

plementary T/P adjectives.

ð9Þ a. The work is almost complete/*incomplete:

b. The patient is almost dead/*alive:

c. The explanation is almost clear/*unclear.

We see that in these cases the modifier almost is OK with the total adjective

but unacceptable with the partial adjective.

4 Two other interesting but problematic pairs of antonyms are dead/alive and empty/full. In the

first case the pair seems like an ordinary total/partial pair, but the use of alive in the com-

parative is marginal (cf. ?more alive than this dead man), which is exceptional among partial

adjectives. The pair full/empty seems to act like a pair of total antonyms, but its exact treatment

goes beyond the scope of this paper.
5 In subsection 4.5 we will suggest, however, that total/partial pairs are complementary by

default, although this default can be overridden by context. Chris Kennedy (p.c.) hypothesizes

that most total/partial pairs are more readily assessed as complementary than are antonymous

pairs of adjectives like tall–short or fast–slow. In section 5 we will adopt this assumption.
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When we consider non-complementary pairs of T/P adjectives, the status

of almost P is less clear: some speakers consider this construction acceptable

in certain contexts. For instance, a moist towel that is neither wet nor dry

can be described as almost wet in certain situations. This property of partial

adjectives in non-complementary T/P pairs is further illustrated in the fol-

lowing examples.

ð10Þ a. John is almost hungry: four hours after breakfast, he is no

longer satiated from breakfast; he is not yet hungry,

but he is already starting to think about lunch.

b. This glass is almost dirty: It is certainly not clean, since it

has some small spots on it, but it is not really dirty,

and I am willing to drink from it if you insist.

c. I am not healthy today. I suffer from minor symptoms of

cold and I am almost sick, but I am not sick yet and I

intend to go to work

d. This road is almost dangerous: it has many bumps and it

is certainly not safe, but a careful driver could cope with it.

Note also that in such pairs of non-complementary T/P adjectives, the al-

most T construction is invariably acceptable, as with complementary T/P

TABLE I
Total and partial adjectives

Total Partial Complementary?

closed open ·
healthy sick ·
dry wet ·
straight curved/crooked ·
satiated hungry ·
whole cracked ·
smooth rough ·
safe dangerous ·
naked dressed ·
complete incomplete �
clear unclear �
truthful untruthful �
certain uncertain �
perfect imperfect �
pure impure �
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pairs: the constructions almost dry/clean/healthy/satiated are all OK, inde-

pendent of context.

We have seen that with pairs of non-complementary T/P adjectives the

contrast in acceptability of the almost modifier is not absolute but heavily

dependent on contextual factors. However, we also claim that with such

non-complementary T/P pairs there is an absolute difference between the

adjectives themselves. In such pairs of adjectives, the modified total adjective

almost T does not entail the negation of the partial adjective P. By contrast,

the construction almost P, if acceptable to begin with, does entail not T. This

is illustrated by the following minimal pairs of sentences.

ð11Þ The towel is wet but it is almost dry:

#The towel is dry but it is almost wet:

ð12Þ The glass is dirty but it is almost clean:

#The glass is clean but it is almost dirty:

ð13Þ I am sick but almost healthy:

#I am healthy but almost sick.

ð14Þ John is hungry but he is almost satiated:

#John is satiated but he is almost hungry.

These contrasts can be strengthened by adding the temporal modifiers still

and already to the adjectives, as in the following example.

ð15Þ The towel is (still) wet but it is (already) almost dry.

#The towel is (still) dry but it is (already) almost wet.

However, most speakers we consulted accept the contrasts in (11)–(14) also

without the addition of temporal modifiers.

We can summarize these differences between partial and total adjectives

using the following assumptions.

ð16Þ a. If x is almost P then x is not T:

b. If x is almost T then it is not necessarily true that x is not P:

These assumptions directly account for the contrasts in (11)–(15). Moreover,

from (16a) it follows that almost P will always be unacceptable with com-

plementary adjectives. This is because x being almost A implies, for any

adjective A, that x is not A (by the co-restrictiveness of almost; see below).

Thus, in particular, for any partial adjective P, x is almost P entails x is not

P. On the other hand, by (16a), x is almost P also entails x is not T. But when

T and P are complementary, x must be either P or T, hence the unaccept-
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ability. According to the same principle, with non-complementary adjec-

tives, x is almost P can be OK, but only under situations as in (10), where x

is neither P nor T. Principle (16b) implies that the acceptability of the

sentence x is almost T in non-complementary T/P pairs does not depend on

whether x is P or not. Hence the acceptability of the almost T constructions

in (11)–(15), as well as the equally acceptable status of examples such as the

following.

ð17Þ The towel is not wet. To the contrary: it is almost dry.

After this summary of observations concerning T/P pairs and the modifier

almost, we can move on to their account using the notion of adjective scales.

4. SCALE STRUCTURE OF T/P ADJECTIVES AND ALMOST

In order to capture the observations of the previous section we will make

some assumptions about the scale structure of adjectives and the semantic

operation of adjective modifiers. Some of the assumptions are standard and

some are new and specific to pairs of T=P adjectives. In addition, we will

make some standard assumptions about the (crosscategorial) semantic

behavior of the modifier almost. After introducing these assumptions in

detail we will discuss their empirical implications.

4.1. Standard Assumptions about Adjectives in Theories of Scale Structure

The first assumption we make is that an adjective A in its various forms

(positive, comparative, superlative, etc.) is associated with a scale SA, fully

ordered by an asymmetric ordering relation RA.
6 The entities on such a scale

are sometimes called degrees.7 For example, any interval of the real num-

bers, ordered by the � relation, is a scale. Linguistically, a scale represents

the range of degrees within which we can compare entities in terms of their

A-ness. For example, we can say that x is more A than y if and only if x and

y are both associated with degrees on SA that are not equal and stand in the

RA relation. This assumption is similar to those made in previous works,

including Bierwisch (1989), Kennedy (2000), Kennedy and McNally (1999),

and Seuren (1978), among others. It is motivated by phrases such as two

meters tall(er)/shorter and two years old(er)/younger, where the measure

6 It should be mentioned that there are also theories of gradable adjectives that do not use the

notion of scales, notably the work of Klein (1980). We will not try to discuss these kinds of

theory and their possible implications for the subject of this paper.
7 See Bierwisch (1989), Kennedy (2000), Schwarzschild and Wilkinson (2002), Winter (2001)

for theories that replace degrees on scales with intervals, ‘‘extents’’, or vectors.
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phrase explicitly pertains to ‘‘degrees’’ relevant for interpreting the adjective

in its positive or comparative form. Assume that for the adjective tall we use

a scale of real numbers that represent height degrees of entities that are

measured in meters or some other length unit. Then the sentence John is two

meters tall is interpreted as meaning ‘John is an entity that is associated with

the degree two meters on the height scale’. The sentence John is 10 cm taller

than Mary is interpreted as meaning ‘John and Mary are entities that are

associated with degrees on the height scale, the difference between which is

10 cm’.

As in other scalar theories of adjectives, we assume that the positive form

of an adjective A denotes a subinterval of the scale SA. This subinterval is

determined by a standard value dA on the scale (cf. Cruse’s ‘‘mid-points’’ in

Figure 1). Given an adjective A, a scale SA ordered by a relation RA, and a

standard value dA 2 SA, we define sAt to be the denotation of the positive

form of A.

This is simply done as follows.

ð18Þ sAt ¼deffx 2 SA : RAðdA; xÞg

The standard value dA is variable and context sensitive. This assumption,

which is customary in many previous works, is motivated by the vagueness

of adjectives. For instance: a small building may be a lot bigger than a big

elephant, so obviously, the standard values for small and big are different in

the context of elephants and in the context of buildings.

When the adjectives A1 and A2 are antonyms, the relation RA1
is usually

assumed to be R�1A2
; the inverse relation to RA2

. This is motivated by equi-

valences such as the following.

ð19Þ John is taller than Mary,Mary is shorter than John.

The general status of such equivalences with antonymous adjectives is

not always so clear. Consider as an extreme case the antonyms beautiful

and ugly. The sentence Mary is uglier than Sue clearly has the implication

(or presupposition) that both girls are unattractive. By contrast, the sentence

Sue is more beautiful than Mary does not have the parallel implication that

both girls are beautiful. This issue has been discussed in Bierwisch (1989),

Cruse (1986), and Seuren (1978), among others. See also subsection 4.2 be-

low.

A note about compositional interpretation. For the interpretation pro-

cess to be compositional, the set of degrees sAt that the positive form of an

adjective A denotes has to be mapped to the set of entities for which it holds

that their degree of A-ness is included in sAt. For convenience we ignore this

point throughout this paper.
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4.2. The Scale Structure of Total and Partial Adjectives

In addition to these standard assumptions, we make some new assumptions

that are specific to T/P adjective pairs. Before we officially present the

proposed scale structure, consider its graphic illustration in Figure 2. Given

a pair T=P of total–partial antonyms, ST and SP are the respective scales,8

with the opposite relations RT and RP that are represented by the directions

of the arrows. The values Tmin and Tmax are the two ends of the total scale,

whereas Pmin and Pmax are the two ends of the partial scale. The respective

standard values are denoted dT and dP. Our main assumption is that while

the standard value dP of the partial adjective is free to be anywhere between

Pmin and Pmax, the standard value dT of the total adjective is always at the

minimal point Pmin of the scale of SP that is associated with the antonymous

partial adjective. This distinction makes sure that whenever dT ¼ dP (i.e., the

adjective denotations are complementary), the modified adjective almost P

does not have room to denote on the P scale; hence its unacceptability, in

accordance with the facts observed above. By contrast, dT’s being equal to

dP still leaves room below dT on the T scale, hence almost T is expected to be

acceptable independently of whether P and T ’s denotations are comple-

mentary or not.

After having introduced the key idea behind the proposal, let us develop

it in more detail. The basic intuition that underlies our treatment of total

and partial adjectives is adopted from Cruse’s work. Recall that Cruse takes

total adjectives to denote a point on the relative scale, whereas partial

adjectives denote an interval on the scale, with infinitely many points.

However, as we have already mentioned, this implies that any two entities in

the denotation of a total adjective T should be considered ‘‘equally T’’. This

is problematic in cases such as the following (=(3) above).

Figure 2. Total and partial adjective scales.

8 Unlike alternative approaches, here we assume that each of the adjectives in an antonymous

pair is associated with a separate scale. This is mainly needed in order to express our gener-

alization that a total adjective T is ‘‘free of P-ness’’, where P is T’s antonym. To achieve this we

assume that T’s denotation is outside the scale that is associated with P. Of course, the same

generalization can be expressed by standardly associating T and P with the same scale, together

with a special value that indicates the point on the scale where ‘‘lack of P-ness’’ begins.
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ð20Þ Both towels are clean, but the red towel is cleaner than the blue one.

To solve this problem, one major change that we make in Cruse’s theory is

the following. In our proposal, total adjectives need not always denote a

point on the scale, although they can, depending on the adjective and the

context. For instance, our proposal explains how in (20) the total adjective

clean denotes a line segment – a collection of points – but, as Cruse’s theory

expects, it is quite strange (at least in many contexts) to use the following

variation of (20) with the total adjective complete.

ð21Þ ?Both your painting and my painting are complete,

but your painting is more complete than mine:

Hence (20) and (21) exemplify nonpointal vs. pointal uses of T adjectives,

which are both possible in our proposal. By contrast, entities in the deno-

tation of a partial adjective P are always P-comparable. For instance, with

the partial adjective incomplete the following sentence is univocally

acceptable.

ð22Þ Both your painting and my painting are incomplete,

but your painting is more incomplete than mine:

Thus, we claim that some total adjectives (e.g. complete) can be poin-

tal(=point denoting) in many contexts, whereas all partial adjectives are non-

pointal. Let us see how this distinction is formally implemented.

Our first assumption concerns the scales for total and partial adjectives.

For any pair of total and partial adjectives T=P, we define the respective

scales as follows (see Figure 2).

ð23Þ SP ¼def ðPmin;PmaxÞ
��������!

ST ¼def ½Tmax;TminÞ
 ��������

where�1 < Tmax � Pmin < Pmax;Tmin � 1:

The scales SP and ST are intervals of real numbers, which are determined

by their bounds Pmin;Pmax and Tmin, Tmax respectively. These bounds

stand in the numerical order relations as specified above (the order between

Pmax and Tmin is unspecified). Standardly, we use parentheses to denote open

ends of intervals – ends that are not included in the interval itself – and

braces to denote closed ends of intervals – ends that are included in the

interval.

Thus, the scale SP for a partial adjective P is an interval that is open on

both sides, bounded by Pmin from below and by Pmax from above (in case

Pmax ¼ 1 we say that SP is unbounded from above). The arrow over the

interval notation for SP designates the direction of the order relation RP for

this scale, which was chosen to be the less-or-equal relation ‘�’. The scale ST
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for a total adjective T is an interval that is (i) closed from below and

bounded by Tmax; and (ii) open from above and bounded by Tmin. This

notation may look a bit confusing because we assume that the ‘‘maximal’’

value Tmax is less than or equal to the ‘‘minimal’’ value Tmin. But this

convention is felicitous here, since it stresses the fact that the order relation

RT for total adjectives should be chosen to be the greater-or-equal relation

‘�’, i.e. the inverse of the order relation ‘�’ for the corresponding partial

adjective (see Figure 2 for an illustration of this).

The lower bound Pmin for the scale SP of partial adjectives represents the

minimal amount of P-ness that can be observed in a given context. For

example, when dressing up we normally consider a piece of clothing to be

free of dirt (or clean) if it has no visible spots. However, a nurse who needs

to use a piece of cloth as a bandage would consider it free of dirt only if it is

sterilized. We conclude that the lower bound Pmin of the scale for partial

adjectives such as dirty is determined by the context.9

Now that we have described the proposed scales of total and partial

adjectives, let us consider the standard values of these adjectives. Similar to

other theories of adjectives, we propose that the dP standard of partial

adjectives is contextually determined to be some value in the closure of the

scale SP.
10 However, quite similarly to Cruse’s assumption, we propose that

the dT standard of total adjectives is fixed to the lower bound Pmin of the

respective partial scale in the given context. This is formally expressed as

follows, where S denotes the closure of a scale S.

ð24Þ dP 2 SP dT ¼ Pmin 2 ST;

where both dP and dT are finite:

This assumption is motivated by our initial intuition in (8): being in the

denotation of the positive form of a total adjective, but not of a partial

adjective, entails zero amount of the relevant property. As mentioned

above, this is not necessarily the absolute zero, but the minimal amount

Pmin that is relevant in the given context. Thus, a dress can be in one

9 Note that Pmin has no constant position in relation to the total scale. This means that the

minimal amount of P-ness is not at a constant distance from the maximal amount of T-ness;

rather, this distance is contextually determined. However, in subsection 5.1 we will revise this

and assume that Pmin is the maximal amount of T-ness, so its location will be constant relative

to the T scale, although its absolute location is contextual, for reasons that were mentioned

above.
10 A closure in R of a set A � R is the smallest closed subset A of R that contains A. For

intervals we have that the closure of an interval that is bounded by a contains a if (and only if) a

is finite. For instance: ½2; 3Þ ¼ ½2; 3� but ½2;1Þ ¼ ½2;1Þ.
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of three stages concerning its dirtiness: it can be dirty, free of dirt or

somewhere in between the two stages. Our assumption that dT ¼ Pmin

means that at the moment we start to consider a dress as being free of

dirt – at the lower bound Pmin of the SP scale – we immediately start to

consider it to be clean. At this stage it is no longer located on the scale

of dirtiness. One prediction of this account is that when two dresses are

clean it is impossible to accept comparative sentences such as Dress A is

dirtier/less dirty than dress B. The reason is that when a dress is outside the

scale for dirty, no comparison in terms of dirtiness is expected to be

possible. By contrast, we expect that sentences such as Dress A is cleaner/

less clean than dress B should in principle be acceptable when both dresses

are dirty (at least in certain circumstances). This agrees with an observation

of Seuren (1978) concerning so-called positive and negative adjectives, and

with Bierwisch’s (1989) account of so-called evaluative adjectives. For in-

stance, Seuren claims that Mary is taller/less tall than John does not entail

that Mary is tall. By contrast, he claims that Mary is shorter/less short than

John does entail that Mary is short. If these observations are correct they

point to a generalization: total adjectives are positive whereas partial

adjectives are negative. We leave the exploration of this hypothesis and the

status of its empirical predictions to further research.11 For more on the

positive/negative distinction between adjectives, see Kennedy (2000) and

Winter (2001).

According to these assumptions about the scale structure of total and

partial adjectives and the standard convention (18), the denotations of P/T

adjectives are the following.

11 This generalization may pose some problems that we will not tackle in this work. One

difficulty involves pairs such as unnecessary/necessary and improbable/probable, where the

negative adjective (unnecessary, improbable) may be the total one. It is not clear to us that this is

indeed the case, because almost unnecessary/improbable are not completely acceptable for all

speakers. Another potential problem, pointed out to us by Chris Kennedy (p.c.), concerns the

possibility of comparison between two entities when one is in the denotation of a total adjective

and the other is in the denotation of the partial adjective. For instance, strictly speaking the

following sentence is true if it is discovered that the red shirt is dirty and the blue shirt is clean.

(i) The red shirt is dirtier than the blue shirt.

This goes against the expectation of the proposed theory. However, if sentence (i) is uttered

out-of-the-blue, it does seem to imply that both shirts are dirty. Moreover, it is quite strange to

utter (i) in conjunction with an explicit statement about the cleanliness of the blue shirt (cf.

#The blue shirt is clean, and the red shirt is dirtier). Therefore, it may be natural to assume that

(i) can be acceptable when the blue shirt is clean only if a rapid contextual change in the

standard value occurs. Thus, if the blue shirt is considered clean, it is no longer so according to

the standard value for cleanliness as evoked by (i). This hypothesis should of course be sup-

ported by further evidence.
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sPt ¼ fx 2 SP : RPðdP; xÞg

¼ fx 2 ðPmin;PmaxÞ : dP � xg

sTt ¼ fx 2 ST : RTðdT; xÞg

¼ fx 2 ½Tmax;TminÞ : dT � xg

¼ ½Tmax; dT�

There are three possibilities for the denotation of P:

sPt ¼ ½dP;PmaxÞ: if Pmin < dP < Pmax;

sPt ¼ ðdP;PmaxÞ: if dP ¼ Pmin;

sPt ¼ ;: if dP ¼ Pmax:

Thus, whenever the denotation of a partial adjective is not empty, it is an

interval that is open from at least one of its ends. By contrast, the interval

that is denoted by a total adjective is uniformly closed on both its ends.

Consequently, when dT ¼ Tmax the denotation of the total adjective is

simply a point, but a partial adjective never denotes a point. This derives

Cruse’s account as a special case of the present theory. However, the pro-

posed distinction between total and partial adjectives is more general than

Cruse’s.

Finally, we should mention that the scale structure that was proposed

above accounts for antonymy entailments. For instance, consider the fol-

lowing entailments:

ð25Þ a. The towel is wet) The towel is not dry:

b. The towel is dry) The towel is not wet:

In order to capture these entailments, we have to treat the semantics of

negation of adjectives in their positive form. A simple way to do that is to

first map the set of degrees in the denotation of a positive form A to the set

of entities having these degrees. For instance, the set of degrees in the

denotation of dry can be mapped to the set of objects that have these degrees

of dryness. The negation of A then standardly denotes the complement of

this set. The antonymy entailments above are then directly explained by the

fact that the intervals that are denoted by total and partial adjectives are

always disjoint. In case dP > dT, the intervals are disjoint, and furthermore

have an interval separating between them. In case dP ¼ dT, the intervals are

disjoint since dP is not included in SP and thus not included in the deno-

tation of P. In this case the denotations of the adjectives are complementary:

any entity that can be measured for dryness is either in the denotation of dry

or in the denotation of wet.
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4.3. Scale Structure and the Crosscategorial Modifier Almost

We can now describe the operation of the modifier almost in the proposed

scale structure of adjectives. First a straightforward observation. As noted

in virtually any account of almost (see Hitzeman 1992; Sevi 1998; Rapp and

von Stechow 1999; Morzycki 2001 and others) almost is a crosscategorial

modifier. For instance: in (26a) below almost modifies a noun phrase (or a

determiner), in (26b) it modifies a verb (or a verb phrase), and in (26c) it

modifies an adjective.

ð26Þ a. Almost every/no student came:

b. Bill almost missed the train:

c. The work is almost complete:

Thus, any semantics that is proposed for this item should be compatible

with its behavior across categories, which is, semantically speaking,

remarkably uniform. Consider first the following entailments of the sen-

tences in (26).

ð27Þ a. Almost every/no student came) It is not the case that

every/no student came.

b. Bill almost missed the train) Bill didn’t miss the train:

c. The work is almost complete) The work is not complete:

We see that simple sentences with almost entail their negation. This is ac-

counted for if almost crosscategorially denotes a co-restrictive modifier. For

instance, in (27a) almost can be viewed as denoting a function from gen-

eralized quantifiers to generalized quantifiers.12 Standardly, the noun phrase

almost every student denotes a set of sets of entities (=a generalized quan-

tifier): the sets that include a relatively big subset of the students, but not all

of them. Trivially, this set of sets is included in the standard denotation of

the noun phrase not every student, which includes all the sets of entities that

do not include all the students. Similarly in (27c), according to the present

theory and most other degree-based theories of adjectives, almost should

denote a function from intervals on a scale to intervals on the same scale.

The predicate almost A denotes an interval on SA which is included in

SAnsAt – the complement of A’s denotation.13

12 On generalized quantifier theory, see Barwise and Cooper (1981) and Keenan and West-

erståhl (1996).
13 We do not address here the interpretation of almost as a verb (phrase) modifier in (27b),

because that would require a digression into the semantics of the VP, which is beyond the scope

of this work.
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Formally, we can assume that almost crosscategorially denotes a boolean

modifier – a function from a boolean algebra to itself. Co-restrictiveness of

such functions is defined as follows.

ð28Þ Co-restrictive functions:

For every boolean algebra A with a domain relation

� and a complementation operator :, a function

f : A! A is called co-restrictive iff for every x 2 A: fðxÞ � : x:

This is a complementary notion to that of restrictive functions, which are

defined below.

ð29Þ A function f :A!A is called restrictive iff for every x2A : fðxÞ� x:

For more on these boolean notions, see Keenan and Faltz (1985). Only few

modifiers in natural language are co-restrictive like almost, whereas many of

them are restrictive. For instance, the higher-order modifier very (as in very

early) and the adverbial or adjectival modifier early (as in came early, or

early train) are both restrictive modifiers.14

Getting back to the modifier almost, while its co-restrictiveness is simple

and familiar, let us observe a more complex property of this modifier.

Consider the following entailments with total adjectives.

ð30Þ Mary is healthy; John is almost healthy

) Anyone who is healthier than John and less healthy than

Mary is either healthy or almost healthy:

ð31Þ Your explanation is clear; my explanation is almost clear

) Any explanation that is clearer than mine and less clear than

yours is either clear or almost clear:

These examples illustrate that for an adjective A and an entity x that is

almost A, x must be A-er than anything that is neither A nor almost A. This

14 Many modifiers, especially intensional ones, are neither restrictive nor co-restrictive. For

instance, the sentence John is hopefully a good student does not entail that John is a good

student, and it does not entail that John is not a good student. Hence, the (sentential or

predicational) modifier hopefully is neither restrictive nor co-restrictive.
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property of almost means that the interval denotation of almost A should be

below the interval denotation of A and adjacent to it.15

Another point that should be noted is that in our theory, almost A is

always on the scale SA. This is motivated by the fact that whenever we claim

that an entity x is almost A, we implicitly compare its degree of A-ness to

other degrees. Thus, x should have a degree on SA. For example, if John is

almost naked then he is less naked than anyone who is in the denotation of

the positive naked and more naked than any degree that represents lack of

nakedness. Thus, John must have a degree of ‘‘nakedness’’ – one that is

placed on the scale associated with the adjective.

We conclude that almost A should denote a short interval on the scale SA,

which is disjoint to the denotation of A but adjacent to it from below. We

assume that this interval is open from both ends, like the scale of partial

adjectives.16 Almost A should denote an interval (rather than a point) be-

cause entities in its denotation, like entities in the denotation of the positive

form of partial adjectives, are uniformly comparable. For instance, although

entities in the denotation of the adjective complete are not always compa-

rable, as was exemplified above by the infelicity of (21), the adjectival phrase

almost complete behaves differently. Witness the acceptability of the fol-

lowing example in contrast to (21).

ð32Þ Both your painting and my painting are almost complete, but

your painting is more complete than mine:

Figure 3. Total and partial adjective scales with the modifier almost.

15 A similar property of almost can be observed with other categories. For instance, consider

the following entailment, with almost as an NP (or determiner) modifier:

(i) Every student came; Almost every student came very early )
Every student or almost every student came early.

The analysis of this crosscategorial property of almost is deferred to further research.
16 Note that the interval denotation of almost A must be open from above for any adjective A,

because by our definition the denotation of A is always closed from below whenever dA 6¼ Amin.

As we shall show later, when dA ¼ Amin, almost A is undefined (or empty).
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The assumptions that were made above concerning the scale structure of T/

P adjectives and the semantics of almost are summarized in Figure 3.

4.4. Recapitulation: The Semantics of Almost with Total and Partial

Adjectives

We can now see how the proposals above are combined to account for the

facts that were observed in subsection 3.2 concerning the behavior of the

modifier almost with total and partial adjectives.

Let us first examine the acceptability of total and partial adjectives

when they are modified by almost. For any total adjective T, the deno-

tation of almost T is always well defined, independent of contextual effects

on the standard value dT (which is invariably Pmin). This is since the

standard value dTð¼ Pmin) is always different than Tmin, so there can al-

ways be room for a (short) interval denotation of almost T in the open

interval ðdT;TminÞ. This accounts for the acceptability of sentences with

total adjectives as in (9) and (11)–(15) (e.g., The glass is almost clean),

which are OK independent of context. By contrast, the denotation of

almost P, where P is a partial adjective, is well defined if and only if

dP > Pmin. Thus, for almost P to be acceptable the interval

ðPmin; dPÞ ¼ ðdT; dPÞ in SP should not be empty, which means that entities

can be neither P nor T. This accounts for the uniform acceptability of the

sentences in (10) (e.g., The glass is almost dirty) in contexts where T=P

pairs are non-complementary. It also explains the unacceptability of the

almost P constructions in (9) (e.g., *The work is almost incomplete), where

the adjectives are complementary.

Let us consider now the truth-conditional phenomena we discussed in

subsection 3.2. Whether almost T contradicts P or not is contingent on the

standard value dP. This accounts for the generalization in (16b), which as we

saw describes the uniform felicity of conjunctions such as wet but almost dry

in (11)–(15). By contrast, we have already seen that in our theory, for almost

P to be acceptable it must denote an interval that is disjoint from the

denotation of T. This accounts for generalization (16a), which as we saw

describes the infelicity of constructions such as satiated but almost hungry in

(11)–(15).

4.5. Applying the Theory to Other Kinds of Adjectives

The theory described in the previous subsections is not sufficient as a theory

of the acceptability of almost with adjectives that are neither total
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nor partial.17 We will refer to such adjectives as relative adjectives, adopting

the terminology of Kennedy and McNally (2002). A typical example of

relative adjectives is the pair tall and short. In normal contexts, tall and short

are not complementary, and hence the standard values dtall and dshort are

usually assumed not to be equal. According to our theory, from this fact it

follows that both almost tall and almost short should be acceptable without

any contextual support, since there is enough room on the adjective scale to

include the interval almost A before the standard. This, however, is not the

case for many speakers, who consider the sentences in (33) unacceptable or

at least strange (cf. Cruse’s examples in (4)).

ð33Þ a: #John is almost tall:

b: #John is almost short:

Yet relative adjectives can become acceptable with almost when the standard

value is made explicit by the context. Consider, for instance, the following

statement:

ð34Þ A tall basketball player is someone above 2.00 meters high.

John is 1.98 meters, so he is almost tall:

Hence, there must be some restrictions on scale structure in addition to the

existence of a ‘‘mid-interval’’, which are responsible for the (un)acceptability

of almost A. We propose that these restrictions are related to the default

location of the standard value on the scale. Assume that any adjective may be

associated with a default ‘‘typical’’ standard value. For total adjectives T, we

have already claimed that their constant standard value is Pmin, the minimal

degree of P-ness on the scale of the partial antonym of T. By contrast,

relative adjectives normally come without any predetermined standard value.

For instance, even when the standard value for short is known, the standard

value for tall remains vague, since tall and short are not complementary. The

case is different with partial/total adjectives, even with non-complementary

pairs such as wet/dry, sick/healthy, or dirty/clean. As we have seen, these pairs

are not complementary in all contexts, but it is quite natural to assume that in

normal contexts they are. This assumption is supported by contrasts like the

following ones, between sick/healthy and tall/short.

ð35Þ a. John is not tall; moreover/?therefore, he is short:

b. John is not sick; therefore/?moreover, he is healthy:

We may assume, following the stronger assumption of Cruse, that total/

partial adjectives, unlike antonymous relative adjectives, are (at least)

17 Thanks to Chris Kennedy for his remarks on the topic of this subsection, and for his

proposal for extending our theory to non-T/P pairs, on which it is based.
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weakly complementary. That is to say, in the absence of contradicting

information they are complementary. Consequently, we assume that any

partial adjective P has a default standard value Pmin, identical to the stan-

dard dT of its total antonym. This default standard value can be overridden

by the context, as illustrated by the examples in (10). However, the con-

textual information in these examples explicitly modifies the standard value

of the partial adjective. This hypothesis is compatible with an observation

by Hitzeman (1992), that almost is acceptable with categories which have

clear boundaries. To sum up, we now propose two conditions for the

acceptability of almost modification with adjectives:

ð36Þ a. The interval almost A is located on the scale below the

standard value of A:

b. The standard value of A is its default value (if there is any)

or else is recoverable from the context:

Getting back to the claims made so far, we argue that total adjectives have a

constant standard, which always allows room on the scale for the almost T

interval. This is why sentences such as The towel is almost dry are acceptable

regardless of context. Partial adjectives have a default standard value ðPminÞ
that does not leave room for an almost P interval. This is why sentences like

The towel is almost wet are strange when uttered out of the blue. However,

when the context forces the standard value to be higher than Pmin, almost P

becomes acceptable. This is the case in contexts such as The towel is very

moist. . . it is almost wet. Relative adjectives do not have default standard

values, thus in ‘‘normal’’ contexts they are incompatible with almost.

However, when the context provides an explicit standard value, as exem-

plified by (34), relative adjectives as well can become compatible with al-

most.

5. MORE OBSERVATIONS ABOUT TOTAL AND PARTIAL ADJECTIVES

This section studies more phenomena that will be argued to be related to the

meaning and scale structure of total and partial adjectives: the modifiers

slightly and completely, the comparatives more . . . than and as . . . as, and

exceptive constructions with the expression except for.

5.1. The Modifiers Slightly and Completely

Let us first observe that in some cases, the modifier slightly is clearly more

acceptable with partial adjectives than it is with total adjectives. Consider

for instance the following contrasts.
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ð37Þ a. The work is slightly incomplete/*complete:

b. The argument is slightly imperfect/*perfect:

c. The jar is slightly cracked/*whole:

d. The line is slightly curved/*straight:

e. The child is slightly sick/*healthy:

f. The claim is slightly unclear/*clear:

This is also the case with many other pairs of T/P adjectives. However, there

are some total adjectives that felicitously appear in constructions with

slightly and do not show such a clear contrast with their partial counter-

parts. Consider the following examples.

ð38Þ a. The door is slightly open/closed:

b. The man is slightly hungry/satiated:

c. The towel is slightly wet/dry:

d. The glass is slightly dirty/clean:

In order to explore this acceptability variation of T/P adjectives with

slightly, let us first consider the natural mismatch between slightly T and

completely T (also seen in acceptable cases of slightly T), which is illustrated

by the following examples.

ð39Þ a. ?The door is slightly closed, and it is completely closed:

b. ?The door is slightly open, and it is completely open:

c. ?The towel is slightly dry, and it is completely dry:

d. ?The towel is slightly wet, and it is completely wet:

The examples in (39) suggest the following generalization: slightly A entails

not completely A. Another fact concerning completely is that many speakers

have the intuition that for an antonym pair A and B, completely A means no

amount of B, if a zero amount of B is meaningful. This is suggested by the

contrasts in (40).

ð40Þ a. #The two towels are completely dry, but the red one is

(a little bit) wetter than the blue one.

b. The two towels are completely wet, but the red one is

(a little bit) drier than the blue one.

c. #The kitchen and living room are completely clean, but the

kitchen is (a little bit) dirtier.

d. The kitchen and living room are completely dirty, but the

kitchen is (a little bit) cleaner:
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For partial adjectives, the concept of ‘‘zero amount’’ is very clear: it is

just the meaning of the total antonym. Total adjectives, on the other hand,

do not have a clear lower bound, and even if they do, it is not linked to the

notion of the partial adjective. Intuitively, it is clear that while the modifier

slightly pertains to small degrees on the relevant scale, completely pertains to

large degrees on the scale.18 For completely we assume that the standard

value of ‘‘completeness’’ on a scale SA is a degree d C
A in the closure of SA

that is greater than or equal to the standard value dA, as formally stated in

(41) below.

ð41Þ d C
A 2 SA; where RAðdA; d C

A Þ holds:

The denotation of the construction completely A is determined using this

standard value, in analogy to the way the denotation of the positive form of

an adjective A is determined in (18) above.

ð42Þ scompletely At ¼def fx 2 SA : RAðd C
A ; xÞg

After making these simple preliminary assumptions, let us make our main

claims regarding the modifiers slightly and completely, and two antonymous

adjectives A and B.

ð43Þ a. The denotation of slightly A is an interval open at one end

(of some arbitrary length), at the beginning of the

denotation sAt on the scale SA:

b. The standard value d C
B for the minimal point in the

denotation of completely B is identical to the point Amin

whenever Amin is finite:

These assumptions about completely and slightly are formally summarized

below.19

18 As mentioned by Kennedy and McNally (2002), completely has two meanings. One refers to

the end of the scale, as in The room is completely clean, and the other is similar to very, as in The

story is completely boring. We note that the first meaning is compatible with total adjectives,

while partial adjectives that are acceptable with completely usually get the second meaning.

Kennedy and McNally propose that the scale structure of adjectives A that get the first meaning

is closed from above, and that this endpoint is the degree that denotes completely A. This agrees

with our account, since such adjectives are assumed to have a constant standard d C
A which is

fixed at the endpoint of the scale. However, since we would like our account to also cover the

other usage of completely (e.g., with partial adjectives), we use the standard value for completely

as a general assumption.
19 We would like to thank Roger Schwarzschild for his very careful review of this section, which

helped us to avoid some problems encountered in a previous version.
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ð44Þ ForanyadjectiveAwithanantonymB:

sslightlyAt¼deffx2SA :RAðdA;xÞ^RAðx;dSl
A Þ^x 6¼dSl

A g;
wheredSl

A 2SA satisfiesRAðdA;dSl
A Þ^RAðdSl

A ;d
C
A Þ^dA 6¼dSl

A ^dSl
A 6¼dC

A :

scompletelyAt¼deffx2SA :RAðdC
A ;xÞg;

wheredC
A 2SA satisfiesRAðdA;dC

A Þ; anddC
A ¼Bmin ifBmin is finite:

These definitions account for the acceptability of so many partial adjectives

with slightly, and the unacceptability of so many total adjectives with it. The

scale of partial adjectives is always an interval, and can not be a point. This

is why slightly P can always denote an interval. The denotation of total

adjectives, on the other hand, can be a point, which captures the intuition of

many speakers that is unacceptable for any total adjective.

The assumption that d C
T is now equal to Pmin (which was equal to dT in

the original version of the theory) accounts for the difficulty that many

speakers have in teasing apart the meaning of a total adjective T from the

meaning of completely T. For instance, consider the following contrasts.

ð45Þ a. ?The line is straight but not completely straight:

b. ?The child is healthy but not completely healthy:

c. ?The claim is clear but not completely clear:

These contrasts are accounted for by the fact that for the adjectives straight,

healthy, clear most speakers presuppose that dT ¼ d T
C, which is a special case

of our theory. However, now that we have assumed that d C
T ¼ Pmin, we can

change our previous assumptions and let dT be ‘‘smaller’’ than Pmin

(according to RT): we only require that RTðdT; dCTÞ holds as with other

adjectives. The assumption dCT ¼ Pmin can replace the assumption dT ¼ Pmin

(we will have to also make the trivial assumption that dP > dT, so that the

Figure 4. All modifiers.
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adjectives will remain antonyms). This scale structure also accounts for the

contrasts in (40), since the denotation of completely T is entirely outside the

P scale, whereas the denotation of completely P can overlap the T scale if the

T scale is of infinite length.

This revised proposal makes the following generalization: a total adjec-

tive T is acceptable with slightly (only) in contexts where the interpretation

of completely T is different from the interpretation of T. Thus, the contrast

between total adjectives like perfect that are unacceptable with slightly (cf.

(37)) and total adjectives like closed that are acceptable with slightly (cf.

(38)) is accounted for as a result of the fact that in normal situations com-

pletely perfect is semantically identical (to the degree of pragmatic anomaly)

with perfect, whereas completely closed is not identical with closed. A related

result of the revised treatment, in combination with our assumptions about

almost, is the correct prediction concerning the acceptability of sentences

like the following.

ð46Þ The door is closed but not completely closed: it is almost open

(slightly closed):

ð47Þ The man is satiated but not completely satiated: he is almost

hungry (slightly satiated).

We expect that any speaker who accepts a sentence such as x is T but not

completely T might also accept in the same situation the claim x is almost P.

See also Sevi (1998) for a similar analysis of the modifiers almost and barely.

This point may have further implications for the scale structure of com-

pletely, slightly, and total and partial adjectives, but we have to leave further

investigations of it to future research.

5.2. Some Notes on Comparatives, Modifiers, and Exceptive Constructions

It is reasonable to expect that the notions of totality and partiality play a

role not only in the semantics of simple adjectives in the positive form but

also with more complex constructions. In this section we give a brief

overview of two phenomena that seem to be of relevance to this issue:

modification of comparatives and exceptive modification of adjectives. We

will not attempt to provide a general theory of these phenomena here, but

only to point out some possible implications for future work. We will also

take another look at the modifiers almost, completely, and slightly, this time

when being part of the modified construction.
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5.2.1. Modified Comparatives

The comparatives as . . . as20 and more . . . than have properties that are

similar to those of total and partial adjectives, respectively. For instance, in

(48) and (49) below we see that almost=exactly and slightly are in comple-

mentary distribution with the comparatives as old as and older than, similar

to the distribution of almost=completely and slightly with many total and

partial adjectives.

ð48Þ a. John is almost/exactly as old as Bill:

b. John is ?almost/#exactly older than Bill:

ð49Þ a. John is slightly older than Bill:

b. #John is slightly as old as Bill:

It is natural to assume that the comparative as . . . as x denotes a point

that represents the degree of x on the relevant scale. This may be the reason

why it is felicitous with almost and exactly, and unacceptable with slightly. A

comparative such as more . . . than x denotes an interval that does not include

the degree of x, much like a partial adjective. As with partial adjectives, this

modifier is not felicitous with almost, unless there is explicit contextual

support. For example, the sentence John is not taller than Bill, but he is

almost taller than him: they have the same height can be acceptable, even

though speakers will probably prefer to simply say that John is exactly as

tall as Bill. The modifier exactly, on the other hand, is not felicitous with

more . . . than in any context. Exactly can be thought of as similar to com-

pletely in the sense of denoting the end of a scale. Like partial adjectives,

more . . . than is felicitous with slightly, while as . . . as is not, like most total

adjectives.

5.2.2. Exceptive Modification

Another distinction between total and partial adjectives concerns the con-

struction except for. Consider the following sentences.

ð50Þ a. John is healthy except for an occasional flu.

b. #John is sick except for his healthy leg.

ð51Þ a. The poem is complete except for the last stanza.

b. #The poem is incomplete except for the first three stanzas.

As in the case of almost and slightly, there are sentences with partial

adjectives and except for that are acceptable. But then truth-conditional

20 Sentences such as John is as old as Bill have two interpretations in English: John is exactly as

old as Bill, and John is at least as old as Bill. We will only consider the first interpretation. In

Hebrew the parallel comparative kmoð¼ ‘like, as . . . as’Þ has only the first meaning.
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contrasts appear between total and partial adjectives. Consider the follow-

ing examples.

ð52Þ a. The road is dangerous except for a safe straight part

at its end ) The road is not safe.

b. The road is safe except for some very dangerous curves

6) The road is not dangerous.

Previous works on exceptive constructions (von Fintel 1993; Moltman 1995;

Hoeksema 1996; Lappin 1996 and others) argue that these items are com-

patible with universal quantification but not with other forms of quantifi-

cation. Yoon (1996) independently conceives of total predicates as being

‘‘universal’’ and of partial adjectives as being ‘‘existential’’. This intuition

may help to account for the distribution of exceptive constructions with T/P

adjectives, but the exact way in which this can be modeled within our system

still requires further research.

5.2.3. Almost, Slightly, and Completely: Another Point of View

In previous sections, we discussed the interaction of the modifiers almost,

slightly, and completely with total and partial adjectives. Let us now briefly

examine the behavior of almost A, slightly A, and completely A as modified

constructions, in terms of their ‘‘totality’’ or ‘‘partiality’’. It is intuitively

clear that completely A is a total construct, since it is acceptable with almost

but not with slightly. This is illustrated in (53).

ð53Þ a. The towel is almost completely dry.

b. #The towel is slightly completely dry.

The modifiers slightly and almost, however, seem to be neither partial nor

total. This is demonstrated by the infelicity of the following examples:

ð54Þ a. #The towel is almost slightly wet.

b. #The towel is slightly slightly wet.

c. #The towel is slightly almost dry.

d. #The towel is almost almost wet.

These facts can possibly be explained by an extension to the theory pro-

posed in this work. Note that the denotation of completely A is very similar

to that of a total adjective. It is an interval that can be reduced to a point.

The denotations of slightly A and almost A, however, are not similar to

denotations of adjectives. They are intervals that can not be infinite (unlike

partial adjectives) and also can not be reduced to points (unlike total
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adjectives). A more comprehensive analysis of these total and partial con-

structs might use these facts as a starting point.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have aimed to show that the intuitive distinction between

total and partial adjectives is reflected in various linguistic contexts with

modifiers like almost, slightly, and completely. It was shown that this dis-

tinction can be explained in an elegant way using simple assumptions about

the different scale structures of these adjectives and their modification pro-

cess. According to the proposed theory, the main difference between total

and partial adjectives lies in the possible location of the standard value on

the scale: whereas with partial adjectives the standard value can fall any-

where on the scale, with total adjectives the standard value (of the adjective

T itself or of the completely T construction) is fixed as the minimal value of

the partial adjective’s scale. We have seen how this basic distinction ac-

counts for a variety of phenomena that motivate more general and refined

theoretical developments. We believe that these developments, and the study

of modification processes in general, can lead to a broader picture of the

semantics and typology of adjectives.
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